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T

he research mission of higher education has
long been considered important to democracy.
Research on scientific, economic, social, and
other issues is essential to framing public policy and contributing to public discourse. While
some argue that the university should be insulated from real-world problems, increasingly universities are
being called upon to apply their vast knowledge and research
resources to the solution of critical societal problems.
Serious difficulties face universities that set out to do so.
University research is more and more offered to the highest bidder, whether in business or government. Research done on behalf of civil society rather than for the state or market is rare, not
least because funding for it is also rare. This is a major challenge to higher education. To respond to this challenge successfully, universities will have to do more than shift their research
priorities. Researching for democracy also implies democratizing research, a shift that poses a fundamental challenge to many
university-based researchers. At the heart of the problem of
linking research and democracy is not only the question,
“Whose voices are strengthened by university research?” but
also, “Who participates in research in the first place?”
We are all familiar with the conventional paradigm of research. In this view, research is largely the business of experts
trained in specialized domains of knowledge. Experts study the
problems of others, striving to maintain a posture of objectivity
Fran Ansley, Professor of Law, and John Gaventa, Professor of Sociology, are Co-Directors of the Community Partnership Center at the
University of Tennessee,Knoxville. Dr. Gaventa, currently on leave
porn the University ($Tennessee, is Fellow on Participatory Methods for Development at the Institute,for Development Studies, University of Sussex.
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and distance from their research subjects. Scholars reap rewards
not for contributions to community or civic life but for contributions to an expert knowledge base. Their work is judged by professional peers, and publication in refereed disciplinary journals
is taken to be the most reliable indicator of quality.
Such an approach to research, of course, does little to
strengthen participation in civic life. In the social sciences, the
job of the people being studied is to be the object of another’s
inquiry. Those who draw their understanding from experience-from living and engaging in real-world issues-may find
their knowledge dismissed as too subjective. Those who struggle with the messy interconnectednessof real-world problems
may find their ideas recast into narrow disciplinary terms and
esoteric debates in which they cannot participate. Ultimately, a
knowledge system that discredits and devalues common, everyday knowledge serves to disempower common people as well.
Such a system represents a contradiction for any vision of
democracy that values the participation of people themselves in
key deliberations and decisions that affect their lives.

EMERGING
PARTICIPATORY
RESEARCH
METHODS
Fortunately, we are witnessing the emergence of models
that promote more democratic methods of inquiry, more reciprocal relationships between researchers and their subjects, and
new collaborations between research institutions and communities. There are several strands of what some are beginning to
call a new research paradigm. They go under a number of different labels: participatory research or participatory action research, collaborative research, participatory inquiry, and
practitioner research, to name just a few.
Feminist researchers have brought into the open the inevitability of subjectivity in the research process. Urban and
rural planners have learned that the use of peoples’ knowledge
CHANCE
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At the heart of the problem of linking research and democracy
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is not only the question, “Whose voices are strengthened by university research?”
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but also, “Who participates in research in the first place?”
often makes for better research to support community planning. Researchers from communities of color have pointed out
that questions of power and control are particularly acute in
the settings in which they work, given the troubled past relationship between race and the research enterprise. Environmental scientists have found that people who experience
environmental health problems have a wealth of relevant
knowledge, and are often the first to suggest the causal links
that are eventually shown to be harming their health and livelihoods. Poverty lawyers are learning that local fact-gathering
for the support of legal claims often produces greater longterm benefit than fancy litigation-oriented research projects
carried out by distant or visiting experts.
The movement for a different, more democratic research
model is global. In developing countries, participatory methods have led to a new appreciation of the value and richness of
indigenous knowledge. In England and Australia, the value of
practitioner knowledge is transforming how research is done
in the field of education and teacher training. Organizers of a
World Congress on Participatory Research to be held in
Colombia in 1997 have identified over 40 new approaches to
research. The approaches have certain common themes:
the development of a new role for researchers, who do not
simply mine facts “objectively” but facilitate joint and reciprocal work;
a recognition of the part that grassroots reflection and inquiry have played in the development of knowledge;
an insistence that research be linked not only to the process of knowledge-building but also to education and action,
especially for less powerful people.
While these approaches have been around for many years,
they have typically been located at the margins of mainstream
academia. Now these methods are being embraced by major
institutions. The World Bank, long a bastion of traditional expertise about development, has begun to mandate that participatory forms of research be used in the planning and assessing
of some development programs. New government programs in
the United States are asking that grassroots communities participate in setting research priorities.
Examples include the Urban Community Service Program
in the Department of Education; the Environmental Justice
CommunityLJniversity Partnership program in the Environmental Protection Agency; and the Community Outreach Partnership Center (COPC) program in the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. The COPC program at HUD is one of
several that are administered by that agency’s new Office of
University Partnerships. HUD has initiated university-community centers at urban universities throughout the nation. Projects funded by these programs work with individuals, local
governments, large and small businesses, and a range of nonprofit community groups.
CHANGEJ A N U A R Y ~ E B R U A R Y1997

The question is no longer whether the new research approaches enjoy intellectual legitimacy. While they are hardly
universally embraced, they are now accepted as one choiceand sometimes the best choice-among research alternatives.
Mainstream academicjournals have begun to devote special issues to the theme of participation in research, and have begun to
address “second-generation” questions, such as how to gauge
the quality and genuineness of projects that aspire to be participatory and what institutional forms can best support them.

INSTITUTION-BUILDING
FOR THE NEWRESEARCH
We are witnessing a blossoming of institution-building
around the new approaches to research. At many universities,
new programs and centers have emerged; they exist in various
settings and take many different forms. A few examples convey their range and character:
The Policy Research and Action Group (PRAG) is a
consortium in which researchers from four Chicago universities (Chicago State University, DePaul University, Loyola
University of Chicago, and the University of Illinois at Chicago) work with Chicago community organizations. Formed in
1989, the network is noteworthy for its consciously “community-driven” character. PRAG matches researchers with community organizations, develops research apprentices within
the organizations, and funds policy research projects identified and collaboratively designed by the organizations.
Beyond taking researchers into the community, the Community Scholars Program at UCLA brings community members onto campus. With joint sponsorship from the Urban
Planning Program and the Center for Labor Education and Research, participants from grassroots community organizations
and labor unions all over Los Angeles attend classes in urban
planning while carrying out a group research project on some
aspect of community welfare in the city. Projects include economic development strategies, such as tourism, manufacturing,
community banking, and worker ownership.
The Center for Community Partnerships at the University of Pennsylvania puts special emphasis on linking academic research to the university’s service obligations. The center
has created a seminar for graduate students whose research focuses on community-academic interaction in Philadelphia,
promoted a network of collaborations with several inner-city
community schools near campus, organized a faculty symposium on participatory action research, and helped to develop
and support numerous courses that involve collaborative and
participatory research.
Planning schools at many universities have a long history
of working with community groups, and they have spawned a
variety of centers and programs that feature research as a central component. For instance, the Center for Community
Planning at the University of Massachusetts Boston is currently working with the Roofless Women’s Action Research
47

Community Scholars Program
Department of Urban Planning
School of Public Policy and Social
Research
University of California at Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1467
(310) 206-7150
(310) 206-5566 (Fax)
Contact: Gilda Haas

(312) 413-3375
Contacts Wm Weiwel and David Ranney

Environmental Justice Resource Center
Clark Atlanta University
James P. Brawley Dr. at Fair St., SW
Atlanta, GA 30314
(404) 880-6911
Contact: Robert Bullard

Policy Research Action Group (PRAG)
Center for Urban Research and
Learning (CURL)
Loyola University of Chicago
Department of Sociology
6525 North Sheridan Rd.
Chicago, IL 60626
(3 12) 508-3650
(312) 508-3646
http://www.luc.edu/depts/prag
http://www.luc.edu/depts /curl
Contact: Phil Nyden

Cornell University Participatory
Research Network
214 Warren Hall
Ithaca, NY 14853-7801
(607) 255-1967
(607) 255-9984 (Fax)
http://munex.arme.cornell.edu/parnet/home.htm
Contact: Carla Shafer
East St. Louis Action Research Project
Department of Urban and Regional
Planning
University of Illinois at IrbanaChampaign
611 E. Taft Dr.
1 11 Temple Buell Hall
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 244-5384
(217) 244-1717 (Fax)
http://imlab9.landarch. iuc.edu/-eslarp
(52,000 visits in Sept.)
Contact: Ken Reardon
Great Cities Initiative
University of Illinois at Chicago
601 South Morgan
Chicago, IL 60607

Sustainable Urban Neighborhoods
University of Louisville
426 W. Bloom St.
Louisville, KY 40290
(502) 852-8557
Contact: John Gilderbloom

College of Public and Community Service
University of Massachusetts Boston
100 Morrissey Blvd.
P.O. Box 413
Boston, MA 02125-3393
(617) 287-7262
Contacts: Marie Kennedy and
Michael Stone
Center for Research on Women
The University of Memphis
339 Clement Hall
Memphis, TN 33152
(901) 678-2770
(901) 678-3652 (Fax)
Contact: Barbara Smith
Neighborhood Planning for
Community Revitalization
Center for Urban and Regional Affairs
University of Minnesota
330 Humphrey Center

Mobilization, a group
- of formerly homeless activists who
build on their own knowledge base to document the experiences of homeless women and to propose policies.
Some law schools put students and faculty into community
settings where they carry out legal and empirical research, often in connection with clinical course offerings. Faculty and
students at Harvard Law School work with community-based
partner groups, using participatory methods to investigate environmental justice and welfare reform in Massachusetts. Law
faculty organizers of community economic development clinics at SUNY-Buffalo and Yale have worked on interdisciplinary research and action projects related to development
goals of client groups.
48

301 19th Ave. South
Minneapolis, MN 55455
(612) 625-1020
Contact: Kris Nelson
Center for Community Partnerships
Office of the President
University of Pennsylvania
Mellon Bank Building, Fifth Floor
133 South 36th St.
Philadelphia, PA 19104-3246
(215) 898-5351
(215) 573-2799 (Fax)
Contacts: Ira Harkavy and Joanne Weeks
Institute for Development Studies
University of Sussex
Brighton, BN 19RE
England, UK
(44) 1273-606261
(44) 1273-621202(Fax)
qdfe9@sussex.ac.uk
Http://www.ids.ac.uWeldis/pra/pra.html
Contact: Jenny Skepper
Community Partnership Center
University of Tennessee
Hoskins, Room 108N
Knoxville, TN 37996-4015
(423) 974-9030
(423) 974-9035 (Fax)
Contact for Partnership Center:
Madeline Rogero
Contact for Learning Initiative:
Victoria Creed
Urban University and Neighborhood
Network
Department of Sociology
University of Toledo
Toledo, OH 43606
(419) 530-4975
(419) 530-8406 (Fax)
Contact: Randy Stoeker

THEUNIVERSITY
OF TENNESSEE
As co-founders of the Community Partnership Center at the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville (UTK), a large land-grant
institution, we have begun to try out some new research relationships and new research methods linking our campus with
the community.
Our activities fall primarily into three categories. First, the
center serves as a clearinghouse for people and information,
linking UTK researchers and teachers with low- and moderateincome communities in Knoxville and East Tennessee. Second, we work with university faculty and community partners
to provide training for graduate and professional students, and
have attracted a strong group of visiting faculty from across
CHANCE
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Contact: Mark Ritchey

(312) 278-5418 (Phone and fax)
Contack Dan Swinney

Institute for Policy Studies
1601Connecticut Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20009

Poverty & Race Research Action Council
1711Connecticut Ave., NW #207
Washington, DC 20009

(202) 234-9382

(202) 387-9887
(202) 387-0764 (Fax)

(612) 379-5980

Applied Research Center
1322 Webster St. #402
Oakland, CA 94612
(510) 465-9577

Contact: Gary Delgado
Center for Democratic Renewal
P.O. Box 50469
Atlanta, GA 30302
(404)221-0025
(404)221-0045 (Fax)
Contact: Mary Ann Mauney
Citizens’ Clearinghouseon
Hazardous Waste
P.O. Box 6806
Falls Church, VA 22040
(703) 237-2249

Contact: Lois Gibbs

Contacts on community-based research
Sarah Anderson and John Cavanagh
Institute for Southern Studies
P.O. Box 531
Durham, NC 27702
soexpo5338@aol.com
Contact: Priti Gupta

Project South
250 Georgia Ave., SE #344
Atlanta, GA 30312
(404)584-7141
Contact: Jerome Scott

InterhemisphericResource Center
815 Black St.
Silver City, NM 88062

Southern Regional Council
133 Carnegie Way #900
Atlanta, GA 30303-1024

(505) 388-0208
(505) 388-0619(Fax)

(404) 522-8764

(919) 419-8311

Contact: Wendy Johnson

resourcectr@igc.apc.org
http:lllib.nmsu.edulsubjecthordlbordline
Contact: Harry Browne

(510) 835-4692

LaborlCommunity Strategy Center
3780 Wilshire Blvd.
Building #1200
Los Angeles, CA 90010-2843

datacenter@igc.apc.org
Contact: Andy Kivel

(818) 781-4800

Contact: Eric Mann

Highlander Research and
Education Center
1959 Highlander Way
New Market, TN 37820

The Loka Institute
P.O.Box 355
Amherst, MA 01004

(423) 933-3443
(423) 933-3424 (Fax)

Contact: Jim Sessions

loka@amherst.edu
http:l/www.amherst.edul-loka/
Contact: Richard Sclove

Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy
1313 Fifth St. #303
Minneapolis,MN 55414

Midwest Center for Labor Research
3411West Diversey Ave., Suite 10
Chicago, IL 60647

Data Center
464 19th St.
Oakland, CA 94612-2297

U.S. Department of Education
Urban Communities Service Program
1250 Maryland SW
Washington, DC 20202
(202) 260-3470

Contact: Sarah Babson

(413) 582-5860

campus and from other institutions. Since the center began in
1994, we have sponsored an interdisciplinary graduate seminar on collaborative approaches to research and community
development.
Last year, a number of “community fellows” also elected to
participate in the seminar, bringing invaluable real-world experience to the project. Graduate and professional students from
the social sciences, law, and other disciplines have worked together with community groups to carry out field projects on
needs identified by community groups. Students in the seminar
have collected oral histories of communities and civic organizations, investigated economic development practices in specific
locations, carried out surveys on the impact of health care reform, and gathered first-person accounts to help with the evaluation of a new micro-lending program in Knoxville’s inner city.
Third, the center offers university researchers and commuCHANGEJANUARYIFEBRUARY1997

prrac@aol.com
Contact: Chester Hartman

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development
Office of University Partnerships
Washington, DC
gopher:/loup.org:78
http:l/www.oup.org
Contact: John Hartung
c\s,

nity partner groups a context in which to undertake long-term
research collaborations of their own, usually with the support
of external funds. The center has become involved in several
research-community collaborations that developed around the
Empowerment Zone and Enterprise Community (EZEC) program, the largest federal anti-poverty initiative of this decade.
Our involvement in the program began when the center was
still in its infancy, when a nearby rural community in East
Tennessee asked us for assistance in developing an application
to gain a coveted EZ or EC designation from Washington. As
we got involved and heard from other communities similarly
engaged in our area, we realized that the program-which had
announced a commitment to community-based partnerships
and collaboration-was already stimulating broad-based citizen participation at the application stage.
We saw the moment as an opportunity for new collaboration
49

he Jacksonville Community Council, abroadbased civic organization,
examined public services in
Jacksonville,Florida, to determine if they were distributed fairly. The research
resulted in an annual “equity
index” that shows the distribution of public services and
has prompted the Sheriffs
Office to implement a new
Sector System for more equitable police patrol services.

T

.................................

he Policy Research Action
Group (PRAG) is a consortium in which researchers
from four Chicagouniversities
work with communityactivists. Its members describe it
as “a network within which
community stereotypesabout
aloof academicresearchers
pursuingesoteric, irrelevant
research projectshave broken
down. At the same time academic stereotypesabout community organizationshave
also been erased.. ..By more actively bringing the community
into the research process and
not treating ‘community’
merely as a place to do re
search, a source of data, or a
variableto be manipulated,the
PRAG model represents an alternativeto much traditional
academicdiscipline-based research.”
In one of its recent under-

T

takings, PRAG found a student intern to work with a local group called the Mutual
Aid Associations of Chicago
Collaborative. The intern designed a survey to obtain data
on the health-care needs of
refugee women in Chicago.
This research helped Mutual
Aid start a women’s health
program that gives refugee
women greater access to
health services.

.................................

he Yellow Creek Concerned Citizens (YCCC)
of Middlesboro,Kentucky,
used door-to-door organizing,
complex litigation, and oldtime political campaigning to
clean up a creek that was
causing severe damage to
livestock and humans, and to
seek a health-monitoring
fund that could help them
track and respond to the
long-term health effectsof
water pollution in their community. Crucial to their
years-long campaign were research projects initiated and
controlled by local citizens.
YCCC conducted “popular
epidemiology” studies on
health effects and carried out
grassroots data collection to
document changing pollution
levels of the creek. The group
is now planning a book to
document the story, with special emphasis on how mem-

T

between university-based researchers and low-income community residents, and we helped one community assemble and analyze the input from local residents who attended public planning
meetings for the county’s application. This community was not
successful in the stiff national competition for EZ/EC designation. Nevertheless, the ties built and the opportunities glimpsed
during the application process inspired UTK leaders to institutionalize a “gateway” between the university and low-income
communities in our immediate neighborhood and in the region;
the experience has shaped the way we work with communities.
In Knoxville, the center was able to identify 17 different research or technical-assistance partnerships that could link the
university and community-based groups in the five areas that
residents had earlier identified as key needs during the City of
Knoxville’s application for EZ/EC status: community eco50

bers were able to remain in
control of their campaign
even after legal and technical
experts became involved. Law
students from the University
of Tennessee have helped
YCCC with archival work to
document the history of the
group’s successful lawsuit.

.................................

fter his article on techology and democracy
appeared in the March 31,
1995 issue of the Chronicle of
Higher Education, author
Richard Sclove received an
avalanche of mail from correspondents wanting to talk
about community-linked research and the role of universities within it. Sclove directs
the Loka Institute, a nonprofit group that has worked
since 1987 on issues of science, technology, and democracy. He eventually decided
to invite those who had written him to join an electronic
discussion group on “the
democratic politics of science
and technology.’’
In the summer of 19%, after
almost a year of conversation,
information-sharing,and debate via the electronic discussion group, the Loka Institute
and members of the group organized a conferenceon community research at UMass
Amherst, co-sponsored by that
university’s Science, Technol-

An

ogy 8t Society Program and its
Agricultural Extension program. The National Community Research Network was
launched at that conference. It
will link centers focused on
community research, both on
and off campus.

.................................

aculty researchers at the
Center for Research on
Women at the University of
Memphis are in the early
stages of creating a new
Southern Women’s Research
Initiative. They have decided
to build in community collaboration from the start by creating a regional advisory
board of community leaders
and activists involved in efforts to further women’s wellbeing. Director Barbara
Smith says, “At the Center,
we want to be sure that we devote our limited research resources to projects and issues
that matter to the women at
the heart of our mission. In
the South today, working
women and their organizations are struggling to understand and respond to the
impacts of economic restructuring and complex global
change. We need guidance
from women in the field
about how we should define
our research priorities to best
cooperate with them in that
endeavor.”
c\r,

F

nomic development, housing and homelessness, public safety,
education and job training, and strengthening community organizations. The center then secured support for these projects
from the COPC program at HUD.
Not all of our research collaborations are local. For instance, our center was approached by officials of the United
States Department of Agriculture to help design an evaluation
for the rural part of the EZ/EC program. With support from the
USDA and the Ford Foundation, the Community Partnership
Center teamed up with other researchers in the regions where
these EZ and EC communities were concentrated to assess the
early implementation of the program. The researchers have
continued working in 10 pilot communities with local “learning teams” of community representatives, who monitor and
evaluate the EZ/EC process.
CHANGE
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Many communities long ago gave up on universities as places from which
they could expect meaningful assistance. Some have worked out other ways
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to produce and disseminate the knowledge they need.
With training and support from the regionally based researchers and from staff at our center, these learning teams
set priorities, develop local indicators, gather and analyze
data, and share their findings locally and nationally. Our
work with these teams has strengthened our belief that, in a
program of this kind, participants themselves should be involved in articulating and defining research methodologies
and in carrying out evaluations.
Another national undertaking, also supported by HUD’s
COPC grant, helped us identify 10 projects across the country
where communities and researchers were already linking in
participatory ways. Representatives of these projects were invited to a workshop at the Highlander Center in Tennesseeitself a historic center for strengthening empowerment and
citizen participation-to develop a report on best practices of
participatory research. The projects covered a broad spectrum
of economic, ecological, and community-development topics,
including the following:
People affected by poisoned water in Eastern Kentucky
have pioneered approaches to “housewife epidemiology” and
community research on water pollution.
A coalition of universities and community organizations
in Ohio has come together to research ways of strengthening
citizen access to the Internet.
Journalists and Native organizations are working together
in Wisconsin to research the impact of proposed mining activities on the environment in the Northern Great Lakes.
A group of laid-off and still-employed factory workers in
Tennessee mounted an “experiential research project” that involved traveling to Northern Mexico to investigate corporate
investment, wages, and working conditions of Mexican workers in the maquiladora zone there.
A “Listening Project” in rural North Carolina has taught
scores of community groups the art of empathetic interviewing as a basis for community coalition-building.
Groups in South Texas have documented patterns of human rights abuses affecting Latinos in border communities.

REBUILDING
SOCIAL
CAPITALWITHINAND
OUTSIDE
THE UNIVERSITY
These projects represent just a handful of the hundreds of
participatory research projects that are springing up around the
country and the globe. Among the groups attending the Highlander Center workshop, it was not assumed that building research partnerships with universities was an easy task. The
groups pointed to difficult issues, such as how to keep the
community involved and in the driver’s seat; how funding
shapes research priorities and power relationships; how to get
information out to people in ways that are accessible; and how
to put information technology, such as the Internet, into the
hands of “information have-nots.”
Each of the communities saw research as potentially posiCHANGE
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tive, and all had stories of research findings playing an important role in gaining a voice, in strengthening democratic participation, and in enabling action on critical issues in their
communities. But there were also many stories of the opposite
experience-of university scholars who had done research in a
community that had been disempowering, non-participatory,
or misused. While there is interest in university-community
partnerships, these partnerships will need to be forged slowly
and carefully, starting with new relationships of reciprocity
and mutual learning, and communities will need to see proof
of the universities’ staying power.
For those universities that wish to shift their research priorities in some of the ways reflected in the examples above, several cautions are in order. Universities wanting to partner with
communities must appreciate that they are not reaching out to
a research void. Most community groups have developed their
own research and knowledge capacities, sometimes through
the efforts of inventive and self-taught individuals, sometimes
through informal networks, sometimes by building independent institutions. Many communities long ago gave up on universities as places from which they could expect meaningful
assistance. Some have worked out other ways to produce and
disseminate the knowledge they need. Others have become
savvy and sophisticated negotiators, willing to work with
academia, but only on clearly defined terms acceptable to
them and their members.
The lessons of humility, care, and equity that we urge here
are also ones that we face-and not always comfortably-in
our own work. They are lessons, at least in part, that return us
to the importance of social capital, the topic that informs much
of this issue of Change. On a daily basis, we see how profoundly the culture of higher education lacks the social capital
needed for the type of democratic research we are advocating
here. On the other hand, we are accumulating evidence that
universities can take positive and practical steps to ameliorate
their impoverished state.
We have come to picture social capital less as a substance
than as a network. We see social capital as consisting of connections between and among groups and individuals-connections built incrementally through shared histories of activity
and interchange: more like a circulatory system than like the
liquid flowing through it. No amount of “stuff” (whether the
stuff be composed of good ideas, or dollars of grant money, or
eager student volunteers, or studies providing answers to important questions) can do much good if there are no pipes or
pathways through which it can move.
Universities contain vast networks of social capital. In
these days of shrinking resources, substantial efforts are being
expended to fortify networks that connect us to wealthy
donors and private investors in the research enterprise. Precious few of these networks, however, are of much use to the
kinds of efforts we are proposing here. And our traditional
51

Bird, Elizabeth. “The Future of the Land Grant Colleges of Agriculture,”
Consortium News, No. 10,
July/August 1996, pp. 3-5.
Gaventa, John. “The Powerful, the Powerless and the
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in an Information Age,” in Peter Park et al, eds., Voices of
Change: Participatory Research in the United States and
Canada, Ontario Institute for
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1996.
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Journal of Democracy, Vol.
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65-78.
-. “The Prosperous Com-

academic ones are not much better suited to the community research task: for the most part they begin and end at disciplinary boundaries. Most often these networks are oriented
upward, seeking exchange with those higher in the vertical
pecking order of institutional prestige or professional associations rather than reaching downward or outward to the geographic communities in which we live or the communities of
interest that relate to the subjects of our research.
In most of our institutions, a young, untenured professor
does not have to be a heartless or craven careerist to find herself
cut off from the very social problems and people that initially
drew her to her discipline. She finds in her everyday academic
life no existing conduits through which to receive information
about or build relationships with those people and problems.
She is functioning in an environment starved for social capital.
From the other direction, there are few grassroots groups
outside the academy with much sense of where or how to connect with academic researchers, or how to tap into other assets. Heck, on our campus, “outsiders” don’t even think they
can find a parking place.
Nevertheless, we find from our own experience that the
creation of institutional space for university-community collaboration encourages change. For instance, we have learned a
lot from our Advisory Council, a group whose membership
consists of one-third from the university and two-thirds from
the community. The council helps us in all the traditional ways
that such groups do: providing advice, serving as a sounding
board for ideas, making suggestions for future initiatives, advocating for us with various constituencies.
But we also have learned that one of the most important functions of the council is its role as an incubator of social capital. In
pairs and sub-groups, at the margins of our official discussions,
across the lines of disciplines and the gaps between town and
gown, the council members have made connections. The nonuniversity participants have challenged our assumptions, de52
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manding that we examine difficult questions about the allocation
of university resources and the identification of potentially conflicting interests. On their side, university participants have conveyed to community members “cross-cultural information”
about the constraints and goals that often influence academic behavior. People who didn’t know each other before are beginning
to call upon each other for help on matters outside the scope of
our meetings. When one community group wanted to hold a forum analyzing the local economy, group members independently turned for help to a university economist whom they had come
to know and trust through the work with OUT center. We are-to
mix a metaphor-building a circulatory system that can reach
even through ivy-covered walls.
Another example of the formation of social capital emerged
from the mundane work of administering a federal grant. HUD’s
COPC program, because of its grant to our center, requires regular reporting on our activities. In order to make sure that all the
people working on this grant were properly involved in our reporting process, we began holding meetings with all recipients.
We led off with scintillating agenda items such as explaining the details of the university’s mileage-reporting forms and
urging people to keep track of their time in appropriate increments. What has happened, however, has moved us far beyond
administrative detail. We have discovered that we have been
creating social capital within the university. Faculty from social work, child and family studies, economics, literacy studies, history, law, planning, and sociology have been meeting
together, learning about each other’s areas of expertise, and
catching glimpses of the different habits and customs in their
respective disciplines.

RECONSTRUCTING
THE UNIVERSITY
New models of research and new types of university-community relationships have important implications for the leaders and administrators of today’s colleges and universities.
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Our sense about the state of democracy in America is far from sanguine.
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Nevertheless, we have been heartened by our experiences in working to bring more
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democratic research principles to our own practice and to our institution.
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Several key institutional issues are likely to face college and
university leaders who move to bring more democratic, participatory forms of research into the institutional mainstream.
The first question concerns funding. Budget constraints are
real. In times of intense pressure on resources, it will take real
vision and creativity to nurture new initiatives. Giving lip service to community-universitypartnerships while failing to devote significant resources to support them may hurt more than
help the effort in the eyes of crucial community allies. On the
other hand, universities face pressures to prove themselves
more relevant, to link their resources to the solution of concrete social problems, to maintain public accountability. Programs that direct resources to these public needs+specially
at public universities-may provide antidotes to some of the
public criticisms (and consequent budget cuts) that often
plague higher education today.
Another implication for campus leadership has to do with
how these efforts fit institutional missions. University leaders
must avoid lumping community-basedand collaborative research endeavors into the category of “service.” On most campuses, rightly or wrongly, service has long run a distant third
place to research and teaching. We believe that democratizing
research is beneficial to the community-that it delivers a real
and palpable service-and we are aware of the sophisticated
thinking about the meaning of “service” emerging from the
service-learningmovement around the country. We also know
that the endeavors we describe here are crucially related to
teaching. Our own best work has dissolved the distinction
among the three spheres.
But none of these observations should obscure the fact that
the participatory activities we have presented here are primarily about new forms of research, undertaken as an essential
part of the university’s core mission.
Faculty members across the country who are engaging in
these new forms of research too often report facing a double
bind: their democratic research work may be tolerated and even
rewarded, but only if they simultaneously demonstrate excellence and productivity in the traditional ways. Yet working
with communities in a democratic and collaborativeway takes
time and makes demands at least as great as those that traditional researchers face. Partnershipswon’t have the staying
power they must have for community credibility and for the
construction of sturdy social capital if they rest on stressedout researchers who are effectively working two jobs.
University leaders interested in promoting democratic research will have to find ways to support and encourage faculty.
Increasing first-rate participatory research will require altering
the incentive and reward structure to encourage faculty to engage in interdisciplinary and cross-boundaryendeavors. Leaders will need to help educate other faculty to the reality that
publications and research products carried out in collaboration
with communities are likely to look quite different from those
CHANGEJANUARYREBRUARY
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prepared for highly specialized, peer-reviewed journals.
Opening the research enterprise to broad-based participation involves other challenges as well. Participation with others
involves moving over, making space, and in some instances
sharing or giving up certain kinds of power. There are many
examples of such university-communitycollaborations, such
as grassroots representation on advisory groups for research
centers, citizen participation on research teams, co-ownership
of data by community research partners, citizen panels to suggest research initiatives and to review prospective grant proposals, and new “equity protocols” ensuring the fair allocation
of resources earmarked for community research projects.
These forms of participation affect other institutional procedures, such as the protection of academic freedom, intellectual
property rights, confidentiality,and protocols relating to human
subjects.Questions about these matters involve recognizing that
there are competing rights and values in a democracy-hard issues from which researchers and their institutions should not be
immune. Rather than being ignored or routinized through deadening procedures, these challenges should be injected into debates about research in administrativehalls, faculty offices, and
classrooms.
A final point: leaders who want to promote research for
democracy and democratic research must be prepared for conflict. Passionate disagreement about hard questions is a sign of
a robust democracy. In a robust democracy, people argue over
the allocation of power and resources. Research partnerships
with the less powerful in communities may well lead to conflict, sometimes with the very corporations or government
agencies upon which universities are increasingly dependent
for funds and good will. Therefore, university leaders who
want to nurture democratic research efforts must be ready to
argue that it is their duty to take up the needs of all sectors of
the society, not only those that can afford to pay.
Fortunately, this is not a new idea, so its advocates can call
upon a tradition that hearkens back to the original missions of
many public and private colleges and universities. Nor is it an
isolated one, as this review of programs that are springing up
around the country suggests. For ourselves, as faculty members, helping to build the Community Partnership Center has
been rewarding to a degree far beyond our original expectations. Both of us have histories of community-based research
and action, and we are regular critics of much university practice. Our sense about the state of democracy in America is far
from sanguine. Nevertheless, we have been heartened by our
experiences in working to bring more democratic research
principles to our own practice and to our institution. Time and
again, we have seen how excited faculty, administrators, and
community members become when they are provided with the
space and time to work together on real problems. We think
that more of this will be good for American democracy-and
for higher education.
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